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Abstract. The examination timetabling problem (ETP) is a NP complete, combinatorial optimization problem. Intuitively, use of
properties such as patterns or clusters in the data suggests possible improvements in the performance and quality of timetabling.
This paper investigates whether the use of a genetic algorithm (GA) informed by patterns extracted from student timetable data
to solve ETPs can produce better quality solutions. The data patterns were captured in clusters, which then were used to generate
the initial population and evaluate fitness of individuals. The proposed techniques were compared with a traditional GA and
popular techniques on widely used benchmark problems, and a local data set, the Australian National University (ANU) ETP,
which was the motivating problem for this work. A formal definition of the ANU ETP is also proposed. Results show techniques
using cluster patterns produced better results than the traditional GA with statistical significance of p < 0.01, showing strong
evidence. Our techniques either clearly outperformed or performed well compared to the best known techniques in the literature
and produced a better timetable than the manually constructed timetable used by ANU, both in terms of quality and execution
time. In this work, we also propose clear criteria for specifying the top results in this area.
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1. Introduction

Scheduling is a common real world problem that
arises in many real world domains such as educa-
tion [?], sport [?,?], nursing [?], and transportation [?,
?]. The aim in scheduling is to assign a set of entities to
a set of resources satisfying a given set of constraints.
Scheduling algorithms have received much research
interest because of their complexity and real world use-
fulness. The most widely studied instance of the prob-
lem is in the academic domain – universities and high
schools regularly need to schedule classes and exams.
This instance of the scheduling problem is commonly
called timetabling.

The exam timetabling problem (ETP) is a constraint
satisfaction problem where a solution has to satisfy a
set of given constraints. It requires allocating exams to
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timeslots based on hard (required) and soft (desirable)
constraints. Hard constraints govern the feasibility of
a timetable whereas soft constraints define the quality
and acceptability of the timetable.

To build a university exam timetable, suppose 500
exams must be scheduled to 28 timeslots with con-
straints that a student can only sit one exam at a time,
a timeslot has resources for up to 1500 students, and
the number of consecutive exams that a student takes
within a day must be minimized. There are 28500 pos-
sible ways of allocating the exams to the timeslots.
An exhaustive search by generating and testing solu-
tions that satisfies all constraints will be very costly
(exponential in time). A large proportion of these pos-
sibilities will not produce feasible timetables. More-
over, underconstrained ETPs could result in combi-
natorial solution spaces whereas overconstrained sit-
uations could lead to no solution. An approach is to
search for promising subspaces for solutions and de-
tect overconstrained situations as soon as possible in
the search process.

Currently, most universities develop their timetables
largely manually with assistance of some timetabling
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support tools. It takes them up to a week typically as is
the case at the Australian National University (ANU).
Once developed, these timetables are difficult to revise
even for simple additional constraints and any what-
if analysis is almost impossible due to time pressures.
The timetabling support tools do not in general support
backtracking. Better techniques are required to exploit
the advantages of computers and the latest research
on finding approximate solutions to such intractable
problems. The computer algorithms available need im-
provement for the efficiency of generation, provision
of what-if analysis, and incremental construction and
revision of solutions.

Over the past several decades, the timetabling prob-
lem has gained much research attention and a variety
of computer based approaches have been developed.
Recent techniques include:

– Local search – The search starts in a given
timetable state, which progresses through its neig-
hborhood by moving from one state to another
in the form of swapping or allocating timeslots
for exams guided by a cost function to achieve a
higher quality timetable [?,?].

– Constraint programming – Exams, modeled as a
set of variables, must be assigned to resources,
which are modeled as values (e.g. timeslots and
rooms), using defined rules to satisfy constr-
aints [?].

– Graph-based – An ETP can be represented as a
graph where vertices and edges represent exams
and common students respectively. An ETP is
usually reduced to a known graph problem e.g.
graph coloring problem or an identifying clique
problem and then suitable heuristics are applied
to solve the problem [?,?].

– Clustering – Exams that satisfy a particular hard
constraint are put into groups, which are allocated
to timeslots to satisfy soft constraints [?].

A technique that has gained wide attention in the
area of exam timetabling is evolutionary algorithms
(EAs) [?,?,?,?,?]. EAs try to maintain diversity in
a population of candidate solutions with the aim to
achieve global optimal solutions by applying crossover
and mutation operations and selecting better candidate
solutions throughout the search. Various aspects of a
EA (e.g. representation [?], variation operations [?,?,
?]) have been adapted to improve the quality of the re-
sulting timetables.

The work in this paper investigates and proposes
a novel approach in improving EAs for timetabling.
It investigates whether using patterns derived from

timetabling data improves the search for good quality
examination timetables and whether exploitation of the
patterns improves search efficiency. Patterns from the
student data will be extracted and captured in clusters.
These clusters will be made up of exams, which will
be used to:

1. Generate an initial population for a GA; and
2. Mark poor individuals in a population so their fit-

ness values do not get calculated using the fitness
functions, which usually require long computa-
tion times. However, in order to maintain pop-
ulation diversity, poor individuals will be given
a low probability for selection by future popula-
tions.

The techniques we developed were compared with
a traditional GA on benchmark data sets supplied by
the University of Toronto, which are widely used in
literature, and a data set for Semester 1 of 2009 sup-
plied by the ANU Timetabling Centre. Our results
were compared to the best solutions in literature using
the Toronto benchmark data sets.

This paper provides a description of an exam time-
tabling problem (ETP) that is commonly used in liter-
ature, introduces a real-world ETP and presents a def-
inition for the ANU ETP. It moves on to present tech-
niques for capturing information in clusters from exam
data sets. Then it presents novel hybrid genetic algo-
rithm search algorithms using clusters to generate and
find timetables for an ETP. The proposed algorithms
were implemented and applied to benchmark ETPs and
the ANU ETP and the results along with analyses are
provided. A method for ranking techniques for solv-
ing ETPs is also presented. The paper concludes with
a summary of the work and provides suggestions for
future work.

2. The examination timetabling problem

An ETP is defined as allocating exams to ordered
timeslots satisfying all hard constraints and maximally
satisfying all soft constraints. The challenges and com-
plexity arise due to the variety of constraints. The kinds
and nature (hard or soft) of the constraints may vary
depending on the aims, needs and wants of universities,
staff and students.

A feasible (admissible) timetable satisfies all hard
constraints. It is widely accepted that the primary hard
constraints are:

– A student must not be assigned to do more than
one exam in a timeslot i.e. no clashes; and
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– The number of students sitting an exam must not
exceed the capacity of the room.

All soft constraints may not need to be satisfied, but
the quality of the timetable can be determined by how
well the timetable satisfies these constraints. The qual-
ity of a timetable is based on the number of soft con-
straints satisfied. The primary soft constraints are:

– A student should not be assigned to sit two con-
secutive exams in a day;

– Spread the exams out as evenly as possible for
each student;

– Exams with a large number of students should be
allocated towards the beginning of the exam pe-
riod; and

– All exams should be scheduled within a minimum
number of timeslots.

Sometimes the use of too many hard constraints may
not give feasible timetables. In these circumstances,
some hard constraints could be turned into soft con-
straints with high penalty values.

Universities define their ETPs using different com-
binations of hard and soft constraints. Universities of
Toronto, Nottingham and Melbourne have defined var-
ious forms of ETPs. This paper uses the University of
Toronto ETP (defined in [?]), which has been widely
used in literature, to show results and make compar-
isons of methods proposed in this paper. A definition of
the ANU ETP is also proposed. Techniques proposed
in this paper solve the Toronto and ANU ETPs.

2.1. ANU ETP

Let
E = {e1, e2, e3, . . . , en} i.e. set of n exams
T = [t1, t2, t3, . . . , tm] i.e. list of m timeslots
S = total number of students

ait =

{
1 exam i is assigned to timeslot t
0 otherwise

cij = number of students scheduled to do exam i
and exam j
si = number of students scheduled to do exam i
pd = penalty value associated for two exams sched-

uled with d timeslots apart
pBSL = penalty value for exams with high number

of students that are not allocated an early timeslot
The ANU ETP is expressed as a number of con-

straints, modeled as follows:
The hard constraints are:

1. No clashes i.e. no students must have more than
one exam scheduled in a timeslot

|E|−1∑
i=1

|E|∑
j=i+1

|T |∑
t=1

aitajtcij = 0

2. No more than 1500 students must be scheduled
to sit an exam in any timeslot

|E|∑
i=1

|T |∑
t=1

aitsi � 1500

3. Schedule all exams within 28 timeslots

|T | = 28

4. An exam must be scheduled once

|E|∑
i=1

|T |∑
t=1

ait = 1

The soft constraints are:
1. Spread the exams out as evenly as possible for

students
For some penalty pd = p|ti−tj |, minimize

|T |−1∑
i=1

|T |∑
j=i+1

p|ti−tj |cij

2. Exams required to be done by larger groups of
students should be scheduled towards the begin-
ning of the exam timetable
Minimize

∑
∀si|si> 95th quantile of {sj ,∀j∈E}

|T |∑
t=1

pBSLaitsi

3. Capturing data patterns in clusters

The quality of a timetable is generally governed by
the number of students that have exam conflicts. A stu-
dent data set has students and their exams, which are
used to determine exam conflicts in a timetable. Pat-
terns in the student data set can be captured in clusters,
a novel representation of defining a group of exams
with common students. Three different types of clus-
ters are proposed – Cluster, Size-2 Cluster and Top-N
Size 2 Cluster.
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Algorithm: Cluster Generation. Find clusters of exams and their weights based on exams common to students
Inputs:

• A collection of students
• A collection of exams
• Mappings between students to exams showing which student will sit which exam (or which exam will be done by which student)

Output:
• A collection of exam clusters and their weights

Method:
1. Find unique sets of exams (SE) common to at least one student from the student data set. The number of students common to SE i will be
the value of SE i. Each SE i must have at least two exams.

value(SE i) � 1

|SE | � 2

where value(SE i) = number of students required to sit all exams in SE i

This step is realized through an adaptation of the Apriori algorithm [?].
2. Let SSE = {SE1, SE2, . . . , SEk}
Assign a weight to each set using the following definition:

weight of cluster =
∑

∀se|se⊆SE∩se⊆SSE
value(se)(|se| − 1)

3. Remove all proper subsets. This step does not change the weights allocated to clusters.

Fig. 1. The Cluster Generation algorithm generates exam clusters and their weights from raw student and exam data. It is a novel way to represent
student and exam data.

Algorithm: Size-2 Cluster Generation. Find size-2 clusters and their weights based on exams common to students
Inputs:

• A collection of students
• A collection of exams
• Mappings between students to exams showing which student will sit which exam (or which exam will be done by which student)

Output:
• A collection of Size-2 clusters and their weights

Method:
From the student data set, find all unique sets of exams, SE, where all exams in the set, SE i, are common to at least one student. The number
of students common to SE i will be the weight of SE i. Each SE i must have exactly two exams. For each set SE i:

weight(SE i) � 1

|SE i| = 2

where weight(SE i) = number of students required to sit all exams in SE i

This step is realized through an adaptation of the Apriori algorithm [?].
Each SE i is a Size-2 cluster.

Fig. 2. The Size-2 cluster Generation algorithm generates clusters that have only two exams. Each Size-2 cluster has an associated weight. Size-2
clusters are derived from raw student and exam data.

A cluster has an associated weight value and their
definition and purpose depends on the type of cluster.
Exams in clusters with higher weights are scheduled
earlier in the initialization process of a GA with the
aim of reducing exam conflicts. A Size-2 cluster is a
variation of a cluster such that it only has two exams
in a cluster. On the other hand, Top-N Size-2 clusters
are used to determine poor chromosomes and are not
used to generate the initial population. Top-N Size-2
clusters are a set that has N Size-2 clusters with the
highest N weights in a set of Size-2 clusters.

Clusters are generated by finding unique sets of ex-
ams common to students. Each set will be made up of

at least two exams, which is the minimum number of
exams required to determine exam conflicts. Some of
these sets are proper subsets of other sets and it will
not be efficient to traverse and use all the sets for gen-
erating a population. The redundant sets are removed
and their supersets, the clusters, have their weights de-
fined by a linear combination consisting of the number
of students common to sets and their subsets, and the
cardinalities for the corresponding sets and their sub-
sets. Higher weights were given to clusters with higher
number of students common to exams in subsets and
subsets with high cardinality. The algorithm for deriv-
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Algorithm: Top-N Size-2 Cluster Generation. Find size-2 clusters and their weights such that weights of the clusters are among the higher
band value
Inputs:

• A collection of students, S
• A collection of exams, E
• Mappings between students to exams showing which student will sit which exam (or which exam will be done by which student)
• Number of Size-2 clusters, N

Output:
• A collection of Size-2 clusters and their weights

Method:
1. Generate a collection of Size-2 clusters using algorithm presented in Fig. 2 using S and E, S2C
2. Sort S2C in descending order of weight
3. Select S2Ci such that 1 � i � N and i represents an index in S2C

Fig. 3. The Top-N Size-2 Cluster Generation algorithm generates Size-2 Clusters with weights fulfilling a certain weight criteria.

Algorithm: TradGA. Generate and find a timetable that satisfies the constraints of an ETP
Inputs:

• A collection of exams, E
• A collection of students, S
• A collection of exam timeslots, T
• Mappings between students to exams showing which student will sit which exam (or which exam will be done by which student), M
• Number of chromosomes in each population, n_chroms
• Search crossover rate, cross_rate
• Search mutation rate, mut_rate
• Number of generations, g
• Fitness function, fit_funct
• Chromosome selection procedure, select_proc

Output:
• A timetable which has a mapping between elements in E and elements in T

Method:
1. Initialize the population with n_chroms chromosomes by randomly allocating a timeslot in T to every exam in E in each chromosome
2. Evaluate the fitness values for each chromosome in the population using fit_funct and M
3. Repeat until g generations reached
4. Apply crossover to the population with crossover rate cross_rate
5. Apply mutation to the population with mutation rate mut_rate
6. Evaluate the fitness values for each new chromosome using fit_funct and M
7. Select chromosomes that will proceed to the population for the next generation using select_proc
8. End repeat
9. Select the chromosome with the best fitness value in the population, best_chrom
10. Generate a timetable represented by best_chrom

Fig. 4. The TradGA algorithm is the traditional GA that was extended to include the use of clusters and size-2 clusters in algorithms presented in
Fig. 5 to search for a timetable that maximally satisfies ETP constraints.

ing clusters is presented in Fig. 1 along with a mathe-
matical definition for cluster weight.

Note that values of the proper subsets of supersets
given above are no less than the values of the supersets
because of the Apriori property [?]. As a result, if sets
are chosen in descending order of weight, then only
sets of size two are needed to get a union of all sets and
span all exams in all sets, motivating Size-2 clusters.

A Size-2 cluster is made up of only two exams. The
weight of a Size-2 cluster represents the number of stu-
dents common to the two exams. As a result, a Size-
2 cluster shows which two exams will cause a clash
and the number of students affected when scheduled
in the same timeslot (similarly for conflicts). Figure 2
presents the process for developing Size-2 clusters.

Size-2 clusters with the highest N weights form
Top-N Size-2 clusters. The process for deriving Top-N
Size-2 clusters is presented in Fig. 3.

4. Use of cluster patterns in evolutionary
algorithms

The idea behind capturing patterns in student data by
clusters is that exams common to students can be rep-
resented and exploited in search – intuitively, improv-
ing the search. Rather than generating the initial popu-
lation of a GA randomly and using the selection phase
to narrow the search space, using the domain knowl-
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Algorithm: ClusterGA/Size2-CGA. Generate and find a timetable that uses a GA search informed by Clusters (or Size-2 Clusters) to generate
the initial population
Inputs:

• A collection of exams, E
• A collection of students, S
• A collection of exam timeslots, T
• Mappings between students to exams showing which student will sit which exam (or which exam will be done by which student), M
• Number of chromosomes in each population, n_chroms
• Search crossover rate, cross_rate
• Search mutation rate, mut_rate
• Number of generations, g
• Fitness function, fit_funct
• Chromosome selection procedure, select_proc
• Preferred minimum number of timeslots between any two exams in the same cluster (or size-2 cluster), d

Output:
• A timetable which has a mapping between elements in E and elements in T

Method:
1. Generate clusters/size-2 clusters (for clusters, refer to Fig. 1 or for size-2 clusters, refer to Fig. 2)
2. Put the clusters (or size-2 clusters) in a sorted cluster collection C sorted by descending order of weight

3. Initialize the population with n_chroms chromosomes using clusters (or size-2 clusters) as presented in sub-steps 3.1–3.14
3.1 For each chromosome chrom in the population {
3.2 Initialize an empty E to T mapping record for chrom which shows which exams in E are allocated to which timeslots in T

(or vice-versa) in chrom ET_mapping_chrom
3.3 For each cluster (or size-2 cluster) c and corresponding weight w in C where c does not have all its exams in

ET_mapping_chrom
3.4 Set the minimum number of timeslots between two exams m = d
3.5 For each exam e in c and e not in ET_mapping_chrom
3.6 While e is not in ET_mapping_chrom {
3.7 Randomly select a timeslot t from T
3.8 If t is not at least m timeslots away from all the other exams in c using ET_mapping_chrom
3.9 Set m = m− 1
3.10 If m < 0 {
3.11 Add a mapping e to t in ET_mapping_chrom }}
3.12 Else {
3.13 Add a mapping e to t in ET_mapping_chrom }}
3.14 Allocate all exams in E and not in ET_mapping_chrom to randomly selected timeslots in T and record the allocations in

ET_mapping_chrom}
4. Evaluate the fitness values for each chromosome in the population using fit_funct and M
5. Repeat until g generations reached
6. Apply crossover to the population with crossover rate cross_rate
7. Apply mutation to the population with mutation rate mut_rate
8. Evaluate the fitness values for each new chromosome using fit_funct and M
9. Select chromosomes that will proceed to the population for the next generation using select_proc
10. End repeat
11. Select the chromosome with the best fitness value in the population, best_chrom
12. Generate a timetable represented by best_chrom

Fig. 5. Algorithms for ClusterGA and Size2-CGA – novel algorithms we propose for exam timetabling. They are extensions to a conventional GA
for timetabling (TradGA, which was presented in Fig. 4) that uses clusters (or size-2 clusters) to search for a timetable that maximally satisfies
ETP constraints. The differences in the algorithms from TradGA are shown with lines in bold.

edge from the beginning of the search may improve the
quality of the search.

This paper proposes three EA techniques, Clus-
terGA, Size2-CGA and TopN-CGA, based on the tradi-
tional GA, to solve the ETPs. Each proposed technique
uses clusters derived from domain knowledge with dif-
ferent interpretations. The differences from the tradi-
tional GA for these techniques are shown with steps in
bold, being the extensions to a standard or traditional
GA approach (TradGA), in Algorithms 5 and 6.

TradGA: The initial population is generated ran-
domly where every exam in each chromosome is allo-
cated to a valid timeslot. In addition, the fitness value
for each chromosome is calculated using raw student
data and not Top-N Size-2 clusters, which is used by
TopN-CGA.

ClusterGA/Size2-CGA: The purpose of the techn-
iques was to determine whether cluster patterns used in
the initialization process of a GA improve the quality
of solutions. ClusterGA/Size2-CGA use clusters/size-
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Algorithm: TopN-CGA. Generate and find a timetable that uses a GA search informed by Top-N Size-2 Clusters
Inputs:

• A collection of exams, E
• A collection of students, S
• A collection of exam timeslots, T
• Mappings between students to exams showing which student will sit which exam (or which exam will be done by which student), M
• Number of chromosomes in each population, n_chroms
• Search crossover rate, cross_rate
• Search mutation rate, mut_rate
• Number of generations, g
• Fitness function based on the ETP, etp_fit_funct
• Chromosome selection procedure, select_proc
• Number of Size-2 clusters, N

Output:
• A timetable which has a mapping between elements in E and elements in T

Method:
1. Generate an ordered collection of Top-N Size-2 Clusters using N sorted in descending order of weight (presented in Fig. 3)

TopN-S2C
2. Define the fitness evaluation phase so that TopN-S2C is used to determine poor chromosomes in the search hybrid_fit_funct.

Chromosomes found to be poor will not have their fitness values calculated using the fitness function but will be given a signif-
icantly low fitness value, approximately 0 so that the probability is low for the chromosomes to be selected for future genera-
tions. Chromosomes that are not poor will have their fitness values calculated in the same way as TradGA using etp_fit_funct.
hybrid_fit_funct is defined by sub-steps 2.1–2.7

2.1 For each chromosome chrom in the population {
2.2 For each Top-N Size-2 cluster c in TopN-S2C selected in descending order of weight {
2.3 If all exams in c are allocated to the same timeslot in chrom {
2.4 Record (or mark) chrom as poor
2.5 Assign a low fitness value to chrom which is essentially 0 }}
2.6 If chrom is not recorded as poor {
2.7 Calculate the fitness value of chrom using etp_fit_funct and M }}
3. Initialize the population with n_chroms chromosomes by randomly allocating a timeslot in T to every exam in E in each chromosome
4. Evaluate the fitness values for each chromosome in the population using hybrid_fit_funct and M
5. Repeat until g generations reached
6. apply Crossover to the population with crossover rate cross_rate
7. apply Mutation to the population with mutation rate mut_rate
8. Evaluate the fitness values for each new chromosome using hybrid_fit_funct and M
9. Select chromosomes that will proceed to the population for the next generation using select_proc
10. End repeat
11. Select the chromosome with the best fitness value in the population, best_chrom
12. Generate a timetable represented by best_chrom

Fig. 6. Algorithm for TopN-CGA, another novel algorithm we propose for searching an exam timetable for an ETP. The algorithm extends the
conventional GA for timetabling (TradGA, which was presented in Fig. 4) by using Top-N Size-2 Clusters. The differences in the algorithm from
TradGA are shown with lines in bold.

2 clusters and their associated weights (defined in Al-
gorithms 1 and 2) to generate the initial population
for the GA. Exams in clusters with higher weights get
scheduled before exams in clusters with lower weights
i.e. exams with more conflicts are allocated timeslots
earlier in the initialization process. The initialization
process tries to randomly allocate timeslots at least d
timeslots away from exams in the same cluster. d is de-
creased until all exams in a cluster are scheduled. For
experiments done in this paper, d was set to 0.

ClusterGA and Size2-CGA use a greedy approach
to select clusters in the initialization process by choos-
ing clusters in descending order of weight, but like
TradGA, there is still some degree of randomness. Ex-
ams are randomly chosen from a cluster and then ran-

domly allocated to a timeslot while minimizing some
degree of conflict between exams in the same cluster.

TopN-CGA: Usually fitness values are evaluated by
comparing each exam in a timetable to other exams
for common students and some fitness functions (e.g.
ANU ETP) require complex calculations. These can be
computationally costly and the reason for TopN-CGA
is to reduce this cost by bypassing these calculations if
the chromosome is poor. A chromosome is poor if all
exams in a Top-N Size-2 cluster are scheduled in the
same timeslot. The chromosome is given a low proba-
bility (or a significantly low fitness value) for proceed-
ing to future generations, or marked, and the fitness
function is not used to evaluate their fitness. However,
if the chromosome is not poor then the fitness function
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is used to evaluate the fitness value.
TopN-CGA technique was used to determine whet-

her it reduces the overall execution time of a GA and
still give good quality solutions. Execution times for
solving ETPs have not been religiously reported in lit-
erature, but it is not new [?].

TradGA and the proposed techniques, ClusterGA,
Size2-CGA and TopN-CGA, were used to solve the
Toronto ETP using the benchmark data sets provided
by the University of Toronto, as well as the motivating
problem for this research, the ANU ETP using an ANU
data set. The ANU data set is named ANU-Exam-Data,
and has 382 exams and 9318 students. Each technique
was run 5 times on a particular ETP and data set.

GA parameters were set after some experimen-
tal testing. The setting chosen helped the techniques
achieve good quality solutions when compared to
state-of-the-art techniques used to solve ETPs. Future
work will include testing the proposed techniques us-
ing a range of values for GA parameters and optimiz-
ing them.

4.1. Representation

A chromosome represented an exam timetable. Loci
of chromosomes represented exams and their alleles
represented timeslots. This ensured that all exams were
scheduled in a timetable, and only once, thus satisfy-
ing a hard constraint (ANU ETP Hard Constraint 4)
without the need for superfluous calculations or extra
computational time during the search.

4.2. Fitness function

Fitness functions, modeled as cost functions, varied
depending on the definition of the ETP and the type
of data set. The cost function for the Toronto ETP is
presented in [?]. The cost function for the ANU ETP
was made up of both hard and soft constraints to en-
sure that the EA search improves the quality of can-
didate solutions. Consider an ETP that has no clashes
as hard constraints. Also, consider a population, which
has all infeasible timetables and that there is no way
to differentiate timetables that more clashes than less
clashes. Future generations may not necessarily give
feasible timetables and means that all the timetables in
the population are regarded as equal i.e. they are all
infeasible. As a consequence, the search may not con-
verge. An example of such a case is when the ETP is
overconstrained and few feasible solutions exist. Mod-
eling hard constraints as strong soft constraints may

not give feasible solutions but help the search to con-
verge to candidate solutions with lower cost values and
hopefully converge to feasible candidate solutions.

The cost function for the ANU ETP was a mathe-
matical sum of all the constraints except Hard Con-
straint 4, which was always satisfied because of the
chosen representation. Penalty values for hard con-
straints were chosen to be significantly larger so that
if the hard constraints were violated in a candidate
timetable solution then the candidate solution would
be given a significantly large cost value. In turn, this
would direct the GA search towards candidate solu-
tions that did not violate the hard constraints. The
penalty values for the ANU ETP (presented in Table 1)
were chosen experimentally with the guidance of the
ANU Timetabling Centre, number of students in ANU-
Exam-Data and the ratio for penalty values used in the
literature. If the penalty values for the hard constraints
are set too high, then the penalty values for the soft
constraints will become negligible which increases the
risk of the GA search to produce a timetable that may
have a high number of soft constraint violations. On
the other hand, if the penalty values for the hard con-
straints are set too low, then more hard constraint vio-
lations could result in the final timetable produced by
the GA search.

Evaluating cost values for each chromosome in the
population takes a significant proportion of the total
search execution time [?]. The cost function for the
ANU ETP is much more complex, therefore, would re-
quire more computation time. TopN-CGA used infor-
mation from patterns in timetabling data to mark poor
performing chromosomes so their cost values were not
calculated using the cost function. The algorithm for
TopN-CGA was present in Fig. 6. The performance for
TopN-CGA was compared with TradGA.

5. Results and discussion

The proposed techniques, ClusterGA, Size2-CGA
and TopN-CGA, produced better quality solutions than
TradGA. More specifically, the quality of the timeta-
bles produced by ClusterGA and Size2-CGA were bet-
ter than TradGA, and TopN-CGA produced solutions
with lower execution times than TradGA without com-
promising quality.

Firstly, results for ClusterGA and Size2-CGA are
presented on the University of Toronto ETP. Table 2
below summarizes performances for TradGA, Clus-
terGA and Size2-CGA on benchmark data sets. Clus-
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Table 1
Empirical penalty values used in cost function for ANU ETP

Constraint violation Penalty
value

0 order conflict (clash) 5,000
Number of timeslots exceeds the maximum number of
timeslots

5,000

Number of students scheduled to sit exams in a timeslot
exceeds seating capacity

5,000

1st order conflict (exams in consecutive timeslots for a
student)

10

2nd order conflict 4
3rd order conflict 2
4th order conflict 1
Big exams not scheduled in earlier timeslots 4

Table 2
Cost values for ClusterGA, Size2-CGA and TradGA on benchmark
data sets

Dataset Lowest cost for techniques implemented
TradGA ClusterGA Size2-CGA

CAR91 5.80 5.56 5.75
CAR92 4.70 4.56 4.68
EAR83 40.12 38.75 39.10
HEC92 10.62 9.61 9.79
KFU93 15.14 14.34 14.52
LSE91 11.60 11.04 11.23
PUR93 7.45 7.35 7.30
RYE92 9.14 8.79 8.93
STA83 159.35 158.19 157.29
TRE92 8.65 8.44 8.45
UTA92 3.78 3.72 3.68
UTE92 25.49 24.31 24.41
YOR83 39.80 38.07 38.58

The probability associated with Student’s t-Test for ClusterGA and
TradGA is p < 0.01.
The probability associated with Student’s t-Test for Size2-CGA and
TradGA is p < 0.01.

terGA and Size2-CGA performed better than TradGA.
They generated better quality solutions and after most
generations, they also generated better candidate solu-
tions. However, ClusterGA performed the best on most
data sets. According to the Student’s t-Test, the per-
formances for ClusterGA and Size2-CGA are signifi-
cantly different from TradGA.

An example of how ClusterGA and Size2-CGA
were compared to TradGA on a data set is presented
below. Figures 7 and 8 show graphs for cost values
for the techniques on the EAR83 and HEC92 data
sets respectively. The graphs show that cost values for
TradGA converge to a value higher than ClusterGA
and Size2-CGA. Similarly, this was the case for all the
data sets.

ClusterGA performed the best on the EAR83 data
set after most of the generations (or iterations), with
Size2-CGA eventually closing in on similar quality so-
lutions. TradGA algorithm was clearly worse.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 7. Mean cost values achieved by TradGA, ClusterGA and
Size2-CGA after various generations on EAR83 data set. Both
(a) and (b) display the same graph, but (a) provides a zoomed
in view of the discrepancies in performance for the techniques.
(a) Mean cost values from 100 generations. (b) Mean cost val-
ues from 0 generations (c) Difference in mean cost values for
EAR83 (cost difference of ClusterGA & TradGA = ClusterGA −
TradGA, cost difference of Size2-CGA & TradGA = Size2-CGA −
TradGA). (Colours are visible in the online version of the article;
http://dx.doi.org/10.3233/IDT-130157)

Figure 8 shows that TradGA performed the worst
with significant high cost values after the majority of
the generations for the HEC92 data set. The Cluster-
GA and Size2-CGA algorithms converge on similar
good quality solutions, better than TradGA.

ClusterGA and Size2-CGA performed better than
TradGA because it involved a type of greedy approach
where exams in clusters with higher weights were
scheduled earlier in the initialization phase for Clus-
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 8. Mean cost values achieved by TradGA, ClusterGA and
Size2-CGA after various generations on HEC92 data set. Both (a)
and (b) display the same graph, but (a) provides a zoomed in view
of the discrepancies in performance for the techniques. (a) Mean
cost values from 100 generations. (b) Mean cost values from 0 gen-
erations. (Colours are visible in the online version of the article;
http://dx.doi.org/10.3233/IDT-130157)

terGA and Size2-CGA. As a result, exams with high
numbers of common students were scheduled early
with a greater probability that these exams were not
scheduled in the same timeslot.

Table 2 showed that ClusterGA performed better
than Size2-CGA on most of the data sets. The sizes of
clusters in ClusterGA were not restricted as for Size-2
clusters. The sizes of clusters were usually greater than
two, which was the size of all Size-2 clusters. As a con-
sequence, ClusterGA scheduled more exams at a time
in different timeslots than just two exams from Size-2
clusters.

The largest size for a cluster is equal to the max-
imum number of exams a student has to sit. Table 3
shows the size and the number of clusters and Table 4
shows the weights for the clusters derived from the
EAR83 data set. A cluster with 6 exams was used first
to schedule exams in a timetable in the initial pop-
ulation in ClusterGA. The exams were scheduled so
that it minimized the number of conflicts with other
exams in the same cluster. Alternatively, Size2-CGA
used a Size-2 cluster with 2 exams to schedule exams

Table 3
Exam sets of different sizes EAR83

Number of exams in a set Number of sets
2 4,793
3 19,739
4 32,599
5 30,444
6 17,598

Table 4
Characteristics of clusters for EAR83

Size of Number of Minimum Maximum Average
cluster clusters weight weight weight

2 1 1 1 1
3 0 – – –
4 12 10,650 28,662 19,785.5
5 51 15,786,730 117,230,140 4.46E+07
6 17,598 3.07E+11 1.27E+13 1.45E+12

Table 5
Characteristics of size-2 clusters for EAR83

Number of Minimum Maximum Average
clusters weight weight weight
4,793 1 192 5.42

in a timetable in the initial population. Size-2 clusters
for the EAR82 data set is presented in Table 5. In this
case, only 2 exams were scheduled so that there were
no conflicts between them. With Size2-CGA it is pos-
sible that 6 exams that will be in conflict as recorded
in the corresponding cluster (without the size limit)
could be scheduled amongst 2 timeslots. However with
ClusterGA, there is a higher chance that the 6 exams
will not be scheduled in common timeslots. As a re-
sult, most chromosomes in the initial population would
have had this characteristic, which enabled the algo-
rithm to generate better quality solutions and the rea-
son that ClusterGA performed better than Size2-CGA.

ClusterGA and Size2-CGA performed well against
techniques presented in literature. Table 6 shows the
cost values of ClusterGA, Size2-CGA and successful
techniques reported in literature, which were used to
solve the University of Toronto ETP on benchmark
data sets. For the UTE92 data set, ClusterGA produced
a timetable with a lower cost value than the lowest cost
value reported in literature. ClusterGA performed bet-
ter than the average cost value reported in literature on
data sets, CAR92, HEC92, KFU93, LSE91, RYE92,
STA83, TRE92, UTE92 and YOR83. On the other
hand, Size2-CGA performed better than the average on
HEC92, KFU93, LSE91, RYE92, STA83, TRE92 and
UTE92. For data sets that ClusterGA and Size2-CGA
did not produce cost values lower than the average, the
cost values were within one standard deviation of the
average.
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Table 6
Cost values for ClusterGA, Size2-CGA and techniques reported in literature on benchmark data sets

Techniques Toronto data set
CAR91 CAR92 EAR83 HEC92 KFU93 LSE91 RYE92 STA83 TRE92 UTA92 UTE92 YOR83

ClusterGA 5.5 4.5 38.7 9.6 14.3 11.0 8.7 158.1 8.4 3.7 24.3 38.0
Size2-CGA 5.7 4.6 39.1 9.7 14.5 11.2 8.9 157.2 8.4 3.6 24.4 38.5
Average (Literature) 5.1 4.6 36.8 11.2 14.6 11.5 9.1 159.2 8.7 3.5 26.7 38.7
Standard Deviation (Literature) 0.82 0.66 3.43 0.75 1.43 1.58 2.38 3.63 0.62 0.38 1.80 2.16
Caramia et al. (2001) [?] 6.6 6.0 29.3 9.2 13.8 9.6 6.8 158.2 9.4 3.5 24.4 36.2
Gaspero and Schaerf (2001) [?] 6.2 5.2 45.7 12.4 18.0 15.5 – 160.8 10.0 4.2 27.8 41.0
Paquete and Stutzle (2002) [?] – – 38.9 11.2 16.5 13.2 – 168.3 9.3 – 29.0 38.9
Gaspero (2002) [?] 5.7 – 39.4 10.9 – 12.6 – 157.4 – 4.1 – 39.7
Burke and Newall (2003) [?] 4.7 4.1 37.1 11.5 13.9 10.8 – 168.7 8.4 3.2 25.8 37.3
Merlot et al. (2003) [?] 5.1 4.3 35.1 10.6 13.5 10.5 – 157.3 8.4 3.5 25.1 37.4
Burke and Newall (2004) [?] 5.0 4.3 36.2 11.6 15.0 11.0 – 161.9 8.4 3.4 27.4 40.8
Asmuni et al. (2005) [?] 5.2 4.5 36.6 11.6 15.3 11.4 10.1 160.8 8.5 3.5 27.6 39.8
Petrovic et al. (2005) [?] 4.5 3.9 33.7 10.8 13.8 10.4 8.5 158.4 7.9 3.1 25.4 36.4
Eley (2007) [?] 5.2 4.3 36.8 11.1 14.5 11.3 9.8 157.3 8.6 3.5 26.4 39.4
Djannaty and Mirzaei (2008) [?] 4.4 5.3 36.8 12.1 15.0 11.3 8.3 158.2 8.5 3.5 27.1 39.1
Den and Poli (2009) [?] 5.2 4.2 37.2 12.0 14.8 11.2 – 158.6 8.7 3.4 – 40.1
Burke et al. (2010) [?] 5.2 4.3 36.4 – 13.9 11.2 – 156.9 8.5 3.4 25.2 36.8
Pillay and Banzhaf (2008) [?] 4.2 4.9 35.9 11.5 14.4 10.9 9.3 157.8 8.4 3.4 27.2 39.3
Rahman et al. (2009) [?] 4.4 5.1 38.4 11.6 14.7 11.7 9.5 157.7 8.8 3.6 26.6 40.5
Abdullah et al. (2010) [?] 4.4 3.8 33.8 10.3 12.9 10.2 – 156.0 8.2 3.2 25.4 36.4
Abounacer et al. (2010) [?] 6.9 5.9 42.4 11.0 17.3 14.9 14.0 155.7 9.9 4.5 32.0 44.1
Turabieh and Abdullah (2011) [?] 4.8 4.1 34.9 10.7 13.0 10.0 9.7 158.3 7.9 3.2 26.1 36.2
Sabar et al. (2011) [?] 3.9 4.8 34.7 10.7 13.0 10.0 4.8 157.0 7.9 3.1 25.9 36.2

Table 7
Qualities of the best timetables generated by the different methods

Techniques Quality measure
Number of Number of students with

clashes 2 exams scheduled in 1 day
ANU timetabling centre 0 346
TradGA 2 224
ClusterGA 0 214
Size2-CGA 1 287
TopN-CGA 2 169

Hybrid EA techniques, such as memetic algorithms,
have been reported in literature to perform better than
traditional EAs. We have seen that GAs informed by
clusters to generate the initial population helps produce
better quality solutions. The next step would be to in-
corporate a local search technique into our ClusterGA
algorithm. Intuitively, a memetic algorithm should also
perform better when informed by clusters.

When compared on the ANU ETP, ClusterGA pro-
duced the best timetable. ClusterGA and Size2-CGA
performed significantly better than TradGA. Also,
Size2-CGA produced timetables relatively similar to
TradGA, which was preferred. Table 7 shows the
quality of the timetables generated by the ANU Time-
tabling Centre and TradGA, ClusterGA, Size2-CGA
and TopN-CGA. The ANU Timetabling Centre re-
quires several days to produce a timetable whereas the
EA techniques require several minutes and not only
produces a single timetable but a population of timeta-

Fig. 9. Execution times for TopN-CGA and TradGA after various
generations on ANU-Exam-Data. (Colours are visible in the online
version of the article; http://dx.doi.org/10.3233/IDT-130157)

bles from which a good quality timetable can be cho-
sen as the final timetable.

TopN-CGA had a lower overall execution time than
TradGA. The low execution time for TopN-CGA is ob-
vious when the complexity for evaluating fitness values
using the fitness function is high e.g. ANU ETP. TopN-
CGA required less computation for poor chromosomes
than TradGA. Consequently, the total execution time
for TopN-CGA was lower than TradGA. The execution
times for TopN-CGA and TradGA on the ANU ETP
are presented in Fig. 9. The cost values for the solutions
produced by TopN-CGA were approximately equal to
TradGA as shown in Fig. 10.

For TopN-CGA, N must be chosen so that not all
chromosomes in the population are poor. All chromo-
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Table 8
Ranking of Results in Table 6

Techniques Rank Number of data sets
Best Better than the mean in Within 1 S.D. of
result remaining data sets mean in the rest

(Sabar, Ayob, Kendall, and Qu, 2011) 1 5 6 1
(Caramia, Dell’Olmo, and Italiano, 2001) 2 4 5 0
(Petrovic, Yang, and Dror, 2005) 3 2 10 0
(Turabieh and Abdullah, 2011) 4 2 9 1
(Abdullah, et al., 2010) 4 2 9 0
ClusterGA 6 1 8 3
(Abounacer, Boukachour, Dkhissi, and Alaoui, 2010) 7 1 1 0
(Merlot, Boland, Hughes, and Stuckey, 2003) 8 0 10 1
(Eley, 2006) 9 0 9 3
Size2-CGA 9 0 9 3
(E.K. Burke, Eckersley, McCollum, Petrovic, and Qu, 2010) 9 0 9 1
(EK Burke and Newall, 2003) 12 0 8 2
(Pillay and Banzhaf, 2008) 13 0 7 5
(Djannaty and Mirzaei, 2008) 13 0 7 4
(E.K. Burke and Newall, 2004) 15 0 6 5

somes in a population could be poor if N is high. If
all chromosomes in a population are poor, then they
all will be marked and will not have their fitness val-
ues calculated. As a result, no chromosome will be bet-
ter than any other chromosome in a population, which
could result in the next generation not performing bet-
ter than the generation at hand. N was chosen for ANU-
Exam-Data from some experiments. Future work could
include optimizing N.

The rate of change for execution times for TopN-
CGA was constant as shown in the graph in Fig. 9.
This could have been due to the fact that poor chro-
mosomes were in the population earlier in the search,
i.e. when the number of generations was low, and there
were hardly any or no poor chromosomes in the popu-
lations in later generations. This led the search to eval-
uate fitness values for all chromosomes in all popu-
lations generated later in the search. Future research
could include increasing the value for N as the search
evolves.

The average execution time for the technique used
by the ANU Timetabling Centre took several days,
which included five days for generating the exam
timetable and time for revision. They largely devel-
oped the timetable manually with the assistance of
some timetabling support tools. On the other hand,
TradGA, ClusterGA and Size2-CGA took approxi-
mately 11 minutes on a consumer quality laptop. On
the other hand, TopN-CGA took the least amount of
time of approximately 9 minutes. The difference be-
tween the execution times was not very significant. Fu-
ture work could investigate whether increasing N as the
search progresses reduces the overall search time.

Fig. 10. Difference in cost values for TopN-CGA and TradGA on
ANU-Exam-Data (cost difference = cost of TopN-CGA cost of
TradGA. (Colours are visible in the online version of the article;
http://dx.doi.org/10.3233/IDT-130157)

6. Ranking the published results

We now propose a more stringent test for ranking the
‘best solutions in the literature’ as follows: the paper
must report results on the Toronto benchmark data sets
which are in order of importance:

i the best published result on at least one data set;
ii must be better than average of the top techniques

for at least half of the data sets; and
iii must be no more than 1 standard deviation from

the mean on the remaining data sets.
If we apply these criteria, we also derive a ranking

for the reported results. This is shown in Table 8 for
the papers in Table 6.

7. Conclusion

EAs informed by cluster patterns were used to gen-
erate initial populations and mark poor individuals in
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the search so their fitness values were not evaluated
using complex fitness functions. Results showed us-
ing clusters to generate initial populations for GAs im-
proved the quality of solutions. It also showed GAs
using clusters performed better than a traditional GA
on all benchmark data sets (archived at the University
of Toronto) and on the Australian National University
data set. The quality of the solutions produced by the
new techniques compare well against all the state-of-
the-art techniques by improving the performance and
quality of solutions in all the cases generally. Intu-
itively, improved EAs and hybrid algorithms to the GA
could perform better than their current performance
when informed by cluster patterns.

In summary, the results from the techniques pro-
posed were:

1. Better than the best reported in literature for one
benchmark data set – UTE92;

2. Better than the average of the top techniques over
the last decade for 8 out of 12 benchmark data
sets – CAR92, HEC92, KFU93, LSE91, RYE92,
STA83, TRE92, YOR83; and

3. Within 1 standard deviation of the mean of
the top techniques over the last decade for all
the 3 remaining benchmark data sets – CAR91,
EAR83, UTA92.

This paper also demonstrated that marking poor in-
dividuals in a population based on cluster patterns
required less execution time, without compromising
quality, compared to a traditional GA, which calculates
the fitness value for every individual in a population
using the fitness function. However, the difference be-
tween the execution times was two minutes, which was
not a great difference. Future work would involve op-
timizing N as the search progresses.
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